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How to start an
online business.

Conducting market research -talk to

people.

Defining the target audience.

Defining your brand and look (be cohesive).

Messaging.

What are you selling.

The steps for starting an online business that

succeeds in the long term include:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Where to Start When
Building a Website.
First key is to decide if you want to do it yourself or hire out. 

There are many online services like Fiver or Upwork where
you can find cost effective options within your own budget
to get you started. If you do not have the capital look for a
barter and exchange service or put it out there to trade your
services. 

If you decide to build or hire out it is always good to
understand your options and the basic of the lingo and
needs. This presentation we will go over that. 



A web designer makes your website look good, part of a web developer’s role is to build the a web
designer’s concept. A web designer brings a brand’s idea into an on-screen reality, and knows
exactly what the specific audience will enjoy. A web developer builds the site’s core structure, using
coding languages to construct logical, programmatic websites. 

A webmaster can keep tabs on everything related to a website. They monitor its performance with
search engines, functionality, speed and design. Webmasters even keep track of content,
campaigns and marketing efforts.

This is important stuff to know because knowing when to hire each one will make your website-
related life much easier. And even if you are doing it on your own, and you need to hire for one task
you know who to contact. For a quick overview on when to choose each one, take a look at the table
below.

Project                                                            Who do you need?
 Design a new homepage layout                - Web Designer
 Build a new contact form                            - Web Developer
 Create a mobile app.                                    - Web Developer
 Conceptualise new website branding      - Web Designer
 Fix server/hosting issues                            - Web Developer
 Edit photos and videos                                - Web Designer

Who Do I Hire and When?



Best Website Builders for DIY

Squarespace: Best Templates and Tools for New Websites
GoDaddy: Best Website Builder and Hosting Bundle
Wix: Best Budget Website Builder
Best for an eCommerce Site:

Shopify
BigCommerce

Website builders make it easy for you to design a website, even with
limited coding skills. They have templates that are easy to follow and
help you launch quickly; and let you maintain your website from
anywhere with internet access. 

Here are a few options to check out:

Things to consider when picking an option, it will do you no good if your
host has too much downtime or if the speed of browsing your site is too
slow.
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Design and Build Your
Website.
1) When planning to build look up other people in your industry to see
what they are doing, note what you like and want to adopt in your own
business. 

2) Then look up other websites (3-5) that stand out and take note of
what you like about them (ie colours, features, tabs). 

Write them down and use those as inspiration to design your website. 

Once you've got your vision in mind, and you've nailed down your
concept, now you're ready for your web design. Plan out the pages
you want (about, services, blog, contact). 

Tip: Start basic and build on as you go, ie blog, shop, directory. 



5 Pages Every
Website Needs

Homepage. 

The homepage is where all the action
happens on your site. 

About Page. 

The About page is an opportunity to
elaborate on you, your vision and
accomplishments. 

Products or Services Page. 

The products and services page.

Blog Page.

Contact Page.

Tip:  TEST. TEST. TEST



Copy/Content That Sells.
The 7-Step Formula for Writing Copy That Sells
1) Begin with your strongest benefit.
2) Expand on the most important benefit.
3) Explain exactly (and in detail) what the prospect
will get. 
4) Back up your statement(s) with proof. 
5) Tell them what they’ll lose if they don’t act.
6) Sum up the most important benefits. 
7) Present your call-to-action. 



Homepage -The Most IMPORTANT Page.

Clean and easy to navigate.
Make your homepage copy easy to scan.
Have high resolution images (stock photos).
Ensure colour scheme and look are cohesive.
Clarify your value proposition
Optimize your buttons.
Specify why the proposition is important
Have a Single, Prominent Call to Action (K.I.S.S.)

Remember to keep it simple. You have fewer than four seconds to grab someone's
attention -- otherwise, they're gone, never to be seen again.

The home page should be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

TIP: Add lots of visuals, and make sure it looks good on all devices and browsers. 



About - 5 Tips For
Creating An Awesome
About Page
Your About page is the perfect place to encourage
people to work with you, or to work for you. Below
are some best practices to follow when designing
your About page to achieve either of those goals.

1. Tell your story
2. Establish credibility
3. Feature your customers
4. Introduce the team
5. Showcase your work 



Products or Services - Page. 

Don’t overcrowd your service page. Go over the basics
of your product/services then offer secondary pages
with more detailed information.

Your services/product page is your biggest opportunity to wow
your site visitors with what you have to offer. 

1. Pick the right title
2. Use keywords strategically
3. Cater to your personas 
4. Make it visual
5. Use social proof
6. Supplement with additional pages

7. Include a compelling CTA (call-to-action)



It helps drive traffic to your website.
Establish yourself as an industry leader 
Lead conversions 
Build trust in client relationships 
Increase brand awareness 
Content for your email list 
You can repurpose blog content for social media
It drives long-term results.
Blogging helps with link building.

A blog with useful content shows your audience and customers that you
are a trusted source. Writing posts about topics they will find interesting
and helpful shows them that you are more than just a business selling a
service or product; it shows them that you care about spreading useful
information in your industry.

Tip: Watch my last interview "Time Saving Content Creation"

Blog - Page



Help customers find the page.
Humanize your customer service team.
Adapt the page to the situation.
Centralize your contact options.
Use design to guide people to specific channels.
Add structure to incoming questions.
Set expectations for response times.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Contact - 8 Best Practices for
a Helpful Contact Page



Establish an Expert 
Reputation For Yourself.
People use the internet to find
information. Provide that information for
free, and you'll see more traffic and
better search engine rankings.



canva.com
Stock Photos (your own, paid, free)
hemingwayapp.com
grammarly.com
Test, Test, and Test

TIP: Start small, focus on getting online and your
messaging (selling points). -Then grow from there - baby
steps. 

Resources & Tools To Help
Build Your Website



Google Aanalytics.
Social media analytics.
Google Search Console.
Check out Quora or Reddit, both are a treasure
troves for content ideas.
Other features to offer 
Create a wishlist somewhere).

Tip: Cautious of spammy promises from marketing
wannabes, slow and steady wins the race.

Next Steps To Investigate:
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